44	LALLA-VAKYANI      .	[22.
On the day of the new moon,, the moon swal-
lowed up the demon of eclipse.
The illumination of the Self in the organ of
thought is the true worship of Siva,
Onee the mind realizes the true nature of the Self, as
one with the Supreme Self, here given the name of Siva,
all things fade into nothingness. There is no distinction
between day and night, and the boundaries of the appar-
ently solid earth merge into those of the sky, so that earth
and sky become one. Nay, the demon of eclipse is
eclipsed himself.
According- to Hindu tradition, the moon contains
sixteen digits, each containing- a certain amount of
nectar. Each day the gods drink the nectar in one
dig-it, so that on the sixteenth day only one digit
remains. This accounts for the waning of the moon.
The nectar of the sixteenth clay is that which remains
over on the day of the new moon. On the occasion of
a solar eclipse, the moon and the sun are together, and
the nectar of the sixteenth digit, becoming heated and
caused to evaporate by the proximity of the sun, ascends
into that luminary. Rahu, the demon of eclipse, then
swallows the sun in order to drink the nectar. So much
for the tradition explanatory of the natural phenomenon.
Here Lalla describes the process of absorption in the
Sahasrara (see note on Yoga, § 21). To the fully en-
lightened soul, the day of earthly illusion disappears, and
all is night; the apparently solid earth loses its bounds,
and becomes merged in the sky; in the illumination of
the Self, so far from Eahu swallowing1 (the nectar of)
.the moons it is the moon in the Sahasrara that swallows
the dark demon of Ignorance.
There is also a more mystical side to this verse.
Normally there is a distinction between the subject of
cognition (pramdtar), the object of cognition (pramei/a),
and the instrument of cognition (pramdna). The pra-
matar is here typified by Rahn, the demon of lunar eclipse,
the prameya by the moon, and the pramdna by the sun.1
The thinker is able to f swallow the moon \ i. e. -to think
1 Arkdk pramanam, somas tu met/am, jnana-Tcriy&tmakaii \
liahiir mayapramata syat tad-acchadana-kovidah ||
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